


 

I. Word-formation choice (1 point for each correct answer). Total – 15 points. 

 

1. Popular____ isn’t something that comes overnight. 

A) -ship B) -ist 

C) -ity D) -ance 

 

2. Kierkegaard described bore____ as ‘the root of all evil’. 

A) -ship B) -dom 

C) -ant D) -ment 

 

3. The types of incident____ computer usage include personal use of e-mail, surfing the web or 

storing personal data files or pictures. 

A) -al B) -able 

C) -less D) -ful 

 

4. Capital punish____ is also known as the death penalty. 

A) -dom B) -ship 

C) -ance D) -ment 

 

5. Since ancient times people have believed that predict____ for the future is possible. 

A) -ion B) -hood 

C) -ant D) -ment 

 

6. There is a diversity of beaches, snow____ volcanoes and tropical forests in Ecuador. 

A) -ful B) -ly 

C) -less D) -y 

 

7. A care____ person is someone who doesn’t take very much care over what he is doing. 

A) -full B) -able 

C) -less                                                            D) -ant 

 

8. Psychologists have found that women show a strong prefer____ for healthy looking men. 

A) -ence                                                  B) -ship 

C) -ance D) -ness 

 

9. The entire industry is expected to computer____ by the end of the next year. 

A) -ation B) -fy 

C) -ary D) -ize 

 

10. The University of Mary’s Leadership Academy is developing a cooperative plan including events and 

ideas to activ____ the students. 

A) -ation B) -ate 

C) -ize D) -fy 

 

11. There has been a lot of news recently regarding creditors’ ____responsible lending. 

A) ir- B) in- 

C) il- D) im- 

 

12. All sports stadiums and arenas are inherently places of wonder and worship because they host the 

events that ____rich our lives. 

A) re- B) over- 



C) en- D) under- 

 

13 Trevor Phillips, the head of the new Human Rights and Equality Commission, is sure that scientists 

should ____write British history to make it more inclusive. 

A) re- B) over- 

C) en- D) under- 

 

14. British homeowners ____pay on home insurance by an average 1,7 billion pounds a year, 

according to new figures released by Barclays Insurance. 

A) dis- B) un- 

C) mis- D) over- 

 

15. There is a question how investors can recover money, lost due ____suitable recommendations and bad 

advice by stockbrokers? 

A) dis- B) un- 

C) mis- D) in- 

 

 

II. Synonym choice (2 points for each correct answer). Total - 30 points. 

 

1.  Manchester United players are praised by their fans all over Britain. 

A) to approve B) to underestimate 

C) to amuse D) to blame 

 

2. In 2004 Google has signed up to help children track Santa before Christmas. 

A) to follow B) to meet 

C) to greet D) to wait 

 

3. If some people put on headphones when they just relax, no one knows for sure whether it is right to 

disturb them or not. 

A) to interfere B) to encourage 

C) to turn D) to bother 

 

4. Scottish entrepreneur Charan Gill is reported to run a growing property business. 

A) to move B) to manage 

C) to carry D) to drive 

 

5. Specialists in recruitment fulfil their tasks by using a psychometric approach to staff. 

A) to accomplish                                      B) to deal 

C) to provide D) to commence 

 

6. The theatrical release of Martin Scorsese’s concert documentary about the Rolling Stones had been 

postponed by seven months. 

A) to record B) to retreat 

C) to maintain D) to delay 

 

7. Comedian Catherine Tate cheered up Kylie Minogue, when the popular singer was receiving treatment for 

breast cancer. 

A) to entertain B) to encourage 

C) to join D) to appreciate 

8. It was reported that Reese Witherspoon refused to shoot a doubtful scene with Vince Vaughn after the 

pair had clashed on the set of their new movie. 



A) to prevent B) to decline 

C) to obstruct D) to sustain 

 

9. Once being asked about the acting challenge of the role, Audrey Hepburn replied that her being an 

introvert was an advantage. 

A) to react B) to respond 

C) to reject D) to reveal 

 

10. A British film director Mike Newell has been linked with the fourth Harry Potter movie, ‘The 

Goblet of Fire’. 

A) to sustain B) to connect 

C) to retrieve D) to reject 

 

11. With the advent of the Internet and the convenient and fast way that people can communicate by e-

mail, it has become the greatest news service of the world. 

A) notable B) suitable 

C) exclusive D) useless 

 

12. Idle people always work with reluctance, but success comes to those industrious. 

A) eagerness B) unwillingness 

C) industriousness D) willingness 

 

13. If one lets urgent matters consume his time, he will never make progress in anything important. 

A) significant B) unnecessary 

C) pressing D) trivial 

 

14. Albert Einstein considered that imagination is more important than knowledge. 

A) substantial B) worthless 

C) powerful D) despicable 

 

15. With an estimated 7,8 million British people logging on to dating sites last year, internet romance has 

become common and even socially acceptable, particularly for the over-thirties. 

A) noticeable B) habitual 

C) unusual                                                D) extraordinary 

 

 

III. Grammar choice. Total  40 points. 

 

1. He feels he _____ responsible. He has never got _____ well with his ____ relatives. (3 points) 

A) may have been, on, daughter-in-law's  

B) must be, along, daughter's-in-law 

C) might have been,  __ , daughter-in-law's 

D) can't have been, on, daughter's-in-law 

 

2. He was used to ___because he was a good storyteller and used to ____ tales about animals. 

(2 points) 
A) being heard, telling 

B) be heard, tell 

C) being listened to, make up 

D) be listened to, making up 

 

3. My marriage_____ in 1996 _____ me with three children. (2 points) 



A) set up, leaving 

B) broke up, having left 

C) went up, left 

D) turned up, being left  

 

4. While skating along _____ full speed, they heard the cars from Amsterdam coming _____

 behind them. (2 points) 

A) with, close  

B) at, close 

C) to, closely 

D) on, closely 

 

5. Just as she felt tears_____ her eyes, the phone began to ring. She _____, listening to its rings, or 

several minutes. (2 points) 

A) come from, laid 

B) having come into, was laid 

C) to come in, laid 

D) coming into, lay 

 

6. He believed that he had made the matter of the final cost _____ plain that the possibility _____ 

the money had really never entered _____ his mind. (3 points) 

A) such, to lose, in 

B)  such, of losing,  ___  

C)  so, to be lost, into 

D) so, of losing,  ___  

 

7. I was_____ by hearing my own name _____ a whisper. (2 points) 

A) awoken, having spoken by  

B) awakened, spoken in  

C) awaken, speaking with  

D) waken, speak with 

 

8. Are you trying to make me_____ that I need not _____ grateful _____ you? (3 points) 

A) feel, to be, to 

B)  feeling, be, for 

C)  to feel, to be, with 

D) feel, be, to 

 

9. Here you are at _____. You _____ us a note at _____! (3 points) 

A) last, must have sent, last  

B) last, might have sent, least  

C) least, could have sent, least  

D) least, should have sent, last 

 

10.  She  _____ the money to the boy. He does not know what the money _____. (3 points) 

A)  mustn't have given, is 

B)  may have given, are 

C)  needn't have given, is 

D)  might have given, are 

11. She had been sitting there so long that she _____ quite _____,  and so hungry that she could not 

help _____ into the kitchen. (3 points) 

A)  raised, stiff, to go 



B)  rose, stiffly, going 

C)  raised, stiffly, to go 

D)  rose, stiff, going 

 

12. I don't want to harm  _____ unless they _____ me. I'd rather _____ by myself. (3 points) 

A) somebody, harm, lived  

B) anybody, don't harm, live  

C) somebody, don't harm, to live  

D) anybody, harm, live 

 

13. No, you_____ her beautiful. But she could get everybody _____ about her appearance because 

she had a lot of charm and was always _____ dressed. (3 points) 

A)  couldn't have called, forget, pretty 

B)  could have called, forget, prettily 

C)  couldn't have called, to forget, prettily 

D) might have called, to forget, pretty 

 

14. Though he was _____  busy _____ a letter, he tried _____ the discussion _____ . (4 points) 

A) pretty, having written, to follow, close  

B) prettily, to write, following, closely  

C) pretty, writing, to follow, closely  

D) prettily, written, following, close 

 

15. She was writing as if she _____ no time to breathe before she got the letter _____. (2 points) 

A) had, written  

B) had had, to write 

C) was having, writing 

D) were having, write 

 

IV. Translate the word (3 points for each correct answer). Total 15 points. 

 

1. Alison is (намного)shorter than Bernard. (much) 

 

2. He said it was the (самый плохой) year he'd had for a long time. (worst) 

 

3. I am sorry for the people (которые) have no sense of humour. (who) 

 

4 That morning he stayed at home because he felt (плохо). (bad) 

 

5. Не didn't tell (никому) about it. (anybody) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 


